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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

SCENARIO

Please use the following to answer the next Question:

Louis, a long-time customer of Bedrock Insurance, was involved in a minor car accident a few months ago. Although no one was hurt,

Louis has been plagued by texts and calls from a company called Accidentable offering to help him recover compensation for personal

injury. Louis has heard about insurance companies selling customers' data to third parties, and he's convinced that Accidentable must

have gotten his information from Bedrock Insurance.

Louis has also been receiving an increased amount of marketing information from Bedrock, trying to sell him their full range of their

insurance policies.

Perturbed by this, Louis has started looking at price comparison sites on the internet and has been shocked to find that other insurers

offer much cheaper rates than Bedrock, even though he has been a loyal customer for many years. When his Bedrock policy comes up

for renewal, he decides to switch to Zantrum Insurance.

In order to activate his new insurance policy, Louis needs to supply Zantrum with information about his No Claims bonus, his vehicle and

his driving history. After researching his rights under the GDPR, he writes to ask Bedrock to transfer his information directly to Zantrum.

He also takes this opportunity to ask Bedrock to stop using his personal data for marketing purposes.

Bedrock supplies Louis with a PDF and XML (Extensible Markup Language) versions of his No Claims Certificate, but tells Louis it

cannot transfer his data directly to Zantrum as this is not technically feasible. Bedrock also explains that Louis's contract included a



provision whereby Louis agreed that his data could be used for marketing purposes; according to Bedrock, it is too late for Louis to

change his mind about this. It angers Louis when he recalls the wording of the contract, which was filled with legal jargon and very

confusing.

In the meantime, Louis is still receiving unwanted calls from Accidentable Insurance. He writes to Accidentable to ask for the name of the

organization that supplied his details to them. He warns Accidentable that he plans to complain to the data protection authority, because

he thinks their company has been using his data unlawfully. His letter states that he does not want his data being used by them in any

way.

Accidentable's response letter confirms Louis's suspicions. Accidentable is Bedrock Insurance's wholly owned subsidiary, and they

received information about Louis's accident from Bedrock shortly after Louis submitted his accident claim. Accidentable assures Louis

that there has been no breach of the GDPR, as Louis's contract included, a provision in which he agreed to share his information with

Bedrock's affiliates for business purposes.

Louis is disgusted by the way in which he has been treated by Bedrock, and writes to them insisting that all his information be erased

from their computer system.

Based on the GDPR's position on the use of personal data for direct marketing purposes, which of the following is true about Louis's

rights as a data subject?

Options: 
A) Louis does not have the right to object to the use of his data because he previously consented to it.

B) Louis has the right to object at any time to the use of his data and Bedrock must honor his request to cease use.

C) Louis has the right to object to the use of his data, unless his data is required by Bedrock for the purpose



of exercising a legal claim.

D) Louis does not have the right to object to the use of his data if Bedrock can demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for the

processing.

Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

SCENARIO

Please use the following to answer the next question:

ProStorage is a multinational cloud storage provider headquartered in the Netherlands. Its CEO. Ruth Brown, has developed a two-

pronged strategy for growth: 1) expand ProStorage s global customer base and 2) increase ProStorage's sales force by efficiently

onboarding effective teams. Enacting this strategy has recently been complicated by Ruth's health condition, which has limited her

working hours, as well as her ability to travel to meet potential customers. ProStorage's Human Resources department and Ruth's Chief

of Staff now work together to manage her schedule and ensure that she is able to make all her medical appointments The latter has

become especially crucial after Ruth's last trip to India, where she suffered a medical emergency and was hospitalized m New Delhi

Unable to reach Ruths family, the hospital reached out to ProStorage and was able to connect with her Chief of Staff, who in

coordination with Mary, the head of HR. provided information to the doctors based on accommodate on requests Ruth made when she



started a: ProStorage

Why is the additional measure recommended by Jackie sufficient foe using UpFinance?

Options: 
A) UpFinance is an established 7-year-old business.

B) UpFinance is in a highly regulated financial industry

C) UpFinance is based in a country without surveillance laws.

D) UpFinance implements sufficient data protection measures

Answer: 
C

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

SCENARIO

Please use the following to answer the next question:



ProStorage is a multinational cloud storage provider headquartered in the Netherlands. Its CEO. Ruth Brown, has developed a two-

pronged strategy for growth: 1) expand ProStorage s global customer base and 2) increase ProStorage's sales force by efficiently

onboarding effective teams. Enacting this strategy has recently been complicated by Ruth's health condition, which has limited her

working hours, as well as her ability to travel to meet potential customers. ProStorage's Human Resources department and Ruth's Chief

of Staff now work together to manage her schedule and ensure that she is able to make all her medical appointments The latter has

become especially crucial after Ruth's last trip to India, where she suffered a medical emergency and was hospitalized m New Delhi

Unable to reach Ruths family, the hospital reached out to ProStorage and was able to connect with her Chief of Staff, who in

coordination with Mary, the head of HR. provided information to the doctors based on accommodate on requests Ruth made when she

started a: ProStorage

What transfer mechanism did ProStorage most likely rely on to transfer Ruth's medical information to the hospital?

Options: 
A) Ruth's implied consent.

B) Protecting the vital interest of Ruth

C) Performance of a contract with Ruth.

D) Protecting against legal liability from Ruth.

Answer: 
D



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

SCENARIO

Please use the following to answer the next question:

ProStorage is a multinational cloud storage provider headquartered in the Netherlands. Its CEO. Ruth Brown, has developed a two-

pronged strategy for growth: 1) expand ProStorage s global customer base and 2) increase ProStorage's sales force by efficiently

onboarding effective teams. Enacting this strategy has recently been complicated by Ruth's health condition, which has limited her

working hours, as well as her ability to travel to meet potential customers. ProStorage's Human Resources department and Ruth's Chief

of Staff now work together to manage her schedule and ensure that she is able to make all her medical appointments The latter has

become especially crucial after Ruth's last trip to India, where she suffered a medical emergency and was hospitalized m New Delhi

Unable to reach Ruths family, the hospital reached out to ProStorage and was able to connect with her Chief of Staff, who in

coordination with Mary, the head of HR. provided information to the doctors based on accommodate on requests Ruth made when she

started a: ProStorage

What transfer mechanism should Jackie recommend for using InstaHR?

Options: 
A) Adequacy



B) Binding corporate rules.

C) Explicit consent of employees.

D) Standard contractual clauses

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

SCENARIO

Please use the following to answer the next question:

ProStorage is a multinational cloud storage provider headquartered in the Netherlands. Its CEO. Ruth Brown, has developed a two-

pronged strategy for growth: 1) expand ProStorage s global customer base and 2) increase ProStorage's sales force by efficiently

onboarding effective teams. Enacting this strategy has recently been complicated by Ruth's health condition, which has limited her

working hours, as well as her ability to travel to meet potential customers. ProStorage's Human Resources department and Ruth's Chief

of Staff now work together to manage her schedule and ensure that she is able to make all her medical appointments The latter has

become especially crucial after Ruth's last trip to India, where she suffered a medical emergency and was hospitalized m New Delhi

Unable to reach Ruths family, the hospital reached out to ProStorage and was able to connect with her Chief of Staff, who in



coordination with Mary, the head of HR. provided information to the doctors based on accommodate on requests Ruth made when she

started a: ProStorage

Why was Jackie correct in not completing a transfer impact assessment for HRYourWay?

Options: 
A) HRYourWay was ultimately not selected

B) HRYourWay is not located in a third country.

C) ProStorage will obtain consent for all transfers.

D) ProStorage can rely on its Binding Corporate Rules

Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Please use the following to answer the next question:



ProStorage is a multinational cloud storage provider headquartered in the Netherlands. Its CEO. Ruth Brown, has developed a two-

pronged strategy for growth: 1) expand ProStorage s global customer base and 2) increase ProStorage's sales force by efficiently

onboarding effective teams. Enacting this strategy has recently been complicated by Ruth's health condition, which has limited her

working hours, as well as her ability to travel to meet potential customers. ProStorage's Human Resources department and Ruth's Chief

of Staff now work together to manage her schedule and ensure that she is able to make all her medical appointments The latter has

become especially crucial after Ruth's last trip to India, where she suffered a medical emergency and was hospitalized m New Delhi

Unable to reach Ruths family, the hospital reached out to ProStorage and was able to connect with her Chief of Staff, who in

coordination with Mary, the head of HR. provided information to the doctors based on accommodate on requests Ruth made when she

started a: ProStorage

Why is the additional measure recommended by Jackie sufficient foe using UpFinance?

Options: 
A) UpFinance is an established 7-year-old business.

B) UpFinance is in a highly regulated financial industry

C) UpFinance is based in a country without surveillance laws.

D) UpFinance implements sufficient data protection measures

Answer: 
C



Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Please use the following to answer the next question:

Javier is a member of the fitness club EVERFIT. This company has branches in many EU member states, but for the purposes of the

GDPR maintains its primary establishment in France. Javier lives in Newry, Northern Ireland (part of the U.K.), and commutes across the

border to work in Dundalk, Ireland. Two years ago while on a business trip, Javier was photographed while working out at a branch of

EVERFIT in Frankfurt, Germany. At the time, Javier gave his consent to being included in the photograph, since he was told that it would

be used for promotional purposes only. Since then, the photograph has been used in the club's U.K. brochures, and it features in the

landing page of its U.K. website. However, the fitness club has recently fallen into disrepute due to widespread mistreatment of members

at various branches of the club in several EU member states. As a result, Javier no longer feels comfortable with his photograph being

publicly associated with the fitness club.

After numerous failed attempts to book an appointment with the manager of the local branch to discuss this matter, Javier sends a letter

to EVETFIT requesting that his image be removed from the website and all promotional materials. Months pass and Javier, having

received no acknowledgment of his request, becomes very anxious about this matter. After repeatedly failing to contact EVETFIT

through alternate channels, he decides to take action against the company.

Javier contacts the U.K. Information Commissioner's Office ('ICO' -- the U.K.'s supervisory authority) to lodge a complaint about this

matter. The ICO, pursuant to Article 56 (3) of the GDPR, informs the CNIL (i.e. the supervisory authority of EVERFIT's main

establishment) about this matter. Despite the fact that EVERFIT has an establishment in the U.K., the CNIL decides to handle the case

in accordance with Article 60 of the GDPR. The CNIL liaises with the ICO, as relevant under the cooperation procedure. In light of issues

amongst the supervisory authorities to reach a decision, the European Data Protection Board becomes involved and, pursuant to the



consistency mechanism, issues a binding decision.

Additionally, Javier sues EVERFIT for the damages caused as a result of its failure to honor his request to have his photograph removed

from the brochure and website.

Under the cooperation mechanism, what should the lead authority (the CNIL) do after it has formed its view on the matter?

Options: 
A) Submit a draft decision to other supervisory authorities for their opinion.

B) Request that the other supervisory authorities provide the lead authority with a draft decision for its consideration.

C) Submit a draft decision directly to the Commission to ensure the effectiveness of the consistency mechanism.

D) Request that members of the seconding supervisory authority and the host supervisory authority co-draft a decision.

Answer: 
B

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Please use the following to answer the next question:

Jane Stan's her new role as a Data Protection Officer (DPO) at a Malta-based company that allows anyone to buy and sell

cryptocurrencies via its online platform. The company stores and processes the personal data of its customers in a dedicated data

center located in Malta (EU).

People wishing to trade cryptocurrencies are required to open an online account on the platform. They then must successfully pass a

KYC due diligence procedure aimed at preventing money laundering and ensuring compliance with applicable financial regulations.

The non-European customers are also required to waive all their GDPR rights by reading a disclaimer written in bold and belong a

checkbox on a separate page in order to get their account approved on the platform.

The customers must likewise accept the terms of service of the platform. The terms of service also include a privacy policy section,

saying, among other things, that if a

Are the cybersecurity assessors required to sign a data processing agreement with the company in order to comply with the GDPR''

Options: 
A) No, the assessors do not quality as data processors as they only have access to encrypted data.

B) No. the assessors do not quality as data processors as they do not copy the data to their facilities.

C) Yes. the assessors a-e considered to be joint data controllers and must sign a mutual data processing agreement.

D) Yes, the assessors are data processors and their processing of personal data must be governed by a separate contract or other legal

act.



Answer: 
D
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